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MESSAGE FROM BRIAN CHRISTIAN – PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents,
In recent weeks my message to you has tended to focus on school life beyond the
classroom. I have talked about our popular residential adventurous activity and service
trips, about the ongoing success of our 19:20 Project, and about the boost given to our
sporting programme by the opening of the Nagasawa facility.
Today I want to share with you an important example of BST’s growing academic stature.
While I have always believed that we must offer our students an inclusive, wide-ranging,
all-encompassing education, I have never been in any doubt that academic excellence
should be our primary aim. One of the ways in which we can measure our progress in this
key area is by looking at the success rate of our university applications.
Our seventh cohort of Year 13 A Level students are
entering a crucial stage in their studies and they know
that they have a great deal of hard work ahead of them
over the next few (all-too-few!) months. There is still
much to do but at least they can take encouragement
from the fact that most of them now know exactly what
it is they have to achieve.
I am happy to report that almost all students who
applied to study in the UK have already received at least one offer from their first and
second choice universities. At this stage, it appears that Durham, Edinburgh, Manchester
and University College London will be the most popular destinations.
While the UK is often the starting point for our students when they start planning their
next steps, we are again seeing signs of a more global outlook. Indicative of this is the first
appearance of institutions such as the Hong Kong University of Science & Technology on
the list of likely destinations and the continuing interest in universities in the
Netherlands. This year we can also expect to see three graduates choosing to study in the
US and two moving on to Canadian universities.
Closer to home, there is no doubt that BST is now highly regarded by some of Japan’s toptier universities. One student has already received an offer to join Keio's Pearl Economics
Programme and two are currently preparing for interviews at Tokyo University while
holding unconditional offers from Waseda. Two others have passed screening and been
invited to interview at the University of Nagoya, a number of applications to Doshisha,
Ritsumeiken and ICU are ongoing, and we have one application to the Tokyo College of
Music.
The picture is certainly a positive one - which, given the upward trajectory of our
examination results in recent years, should come as no surprise. Thank you to Mrs
Trachonitis, Mrs Yamada and Ms Honda for all their hard work in overseeing our Higher
Education application process, and to all those tutors and subject teachers who contribute
guidance and encouragement.
Enjoy your weekend!
Brian Christian - https://twitter.com/BST_Principal
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SECONDARY NEWS
Dear Secondary Parents,
There is always such a buzz in the week following residentials. I have been inundated by
staff and students telling me how great their weeks away from school were, be that in
Hakuba, Cambodia, Miyazaki or around Tokyo on work experience. Some of the Year 13s
even commented that they enjoyed the process of mock examinations! I am so grateful to
all the staff who did so much work behind the scenes and on the ground to make last
week happen.

That said, we were all back in situ for a normal week (is there ever such a thing as a
normal week at BST?) and there has been a lot of dedication and focus in the classrooms.
This was especially evident with all the KS4 students who took the UK Mathematics Trust
intermediate challenge yesterday; let's hope they can pick up some certificates!
There was a fascinating lecture last night
given by Dr Stephen Nagy from ICU
and Alexis Opferman from the US Navy
on the threats and opportunities for the
year ahead in North East Asia. The topic
was very interesting and I was also
impressed with how well our students engaged in discussion with their questions.
Our ski club students are off to Minakami again today, there is a Football event at the
Nagasawa ground (thank you to all the parents who are helping out with arranging some
special treats and refreshments), more sport at ASIJ on Saturday and also a robotics
tournament at CAJ.
A final word on our Sports Ground at Nagasawa. All facilities including the clubhouse are
now up and running and there has been incredibly good feedback about our
new acquisition from the BST community and visiting teams. It is important that all
events have a staff presence; unsupervised activities are not permitted. If you do have
any comments or thoughts for improvement then please do contact Kevin Elliott, our
Director of Operations.
With best wishes for the weekend.
James Anthony Thomas
https://twitter.com/BST_Secondary
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SECONDARY EVENTS
UPCOMING EVENTS -- TERM 1.2 (2018-2019)
SHOWA CANTEEN
The Showa (Sofia) Canteen will be closed on Monday
11th February because of the public holiday.

SHOWA CANTEEN RENOVATIONS
Please also be notified that the Canteen will be closed
for renovations from Thursday 28th February to
Wednesday 13th March. We apologise for the
inconvenience caused.
Fri 8th February
BST Ski Club Weekend 2 Minakami Departs
15:30-19:30
HS Boys Football v DSTY Kanto Plains Tournament (NSG)
Sat 9th February
VEX Skills @ CAJ (JBA)
7:30-16:30
HS Boys Football Kanto Plains Tournament (A)
Sun 10th February
BST Ski Club Weekend 2 - Minakami Returns
Mon 11th February
AOKI Foundation Visit
17:00-19:00
HS Boys ISTAA Basketball v LFIT (H)
Tue 12th February
Y13 Mock Examination results released
15:30-17:30
HS Boys ISTAA Basketball v KAIS (H)
15:30-17:30
HS Girls ISTAA Basketball v KAIS (H)
Wed 13th February
Y11 Additional Parents' Evening (selected students only)
Thu 14th February
15:30-18:00
MS Boys Kobe Football Training (NSG)
Fri 15th February
Half Term Begins
18:00-20:00
Cabaret Evening

 NSG = Nagasawa Sports Ground
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CABARET EVENING

SECONDARY EAL

http://bit.ly/BSTEALNewsletter
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PUZZLE OF THE WEEK
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PRIMARY NEWS
Dear Primary Parents,

Our second group of Year 5s have enjoyed a spectacular week in the mountains in
Norikura. Snowboarders & intermediate skiers took to the slopes & gained confidence
throughout the week. Post ski activities included sledging, wall climbing, fire building &
an epic Quiz Night. Everyone is now back safely in Tokyo; thank you to the staff teams of
both groups for all the preparation and ensuring the children had a great trip.
Happy New Year to all our Chinese families:
新年快乐 (xīn nián kuài lè).
With Setsubun (節分), the division between
winter and spring, and Chinese New Year
happening last week we hope to begin
seeing plum blossoms and greenery pop out
around us soon. To celebrate, the Japanese
team worked with our Nursery and
Reception children to throw beans at the
evil spirits. They were enthusiastic with
their throwing - so it is safe to say that they
have driven those spirits away! Another
exciting surprise was a Chinese Lion Dance
parade across the rooftop on Friday in
celebration of the New Year.
ASSEMBLIES THIS WEEK
Year 1 Rhubarb’s assembly today was a delight. We were transported to the wilds of
Africa and introduced to wonderful animals and African drumming. Well done Rhubarbs!
Year 6P assembly this week was an opportunity for the students to showcase their
learning which they did through a skit, eloquent World War I narrative writing, and the
comic book art was all very impressive. Well done 6P!
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PRIMARY CONT’D

INFLUENZA
Influenza has certainly had a large presence in our school lately, and in light of this can I
please request that you help us in reminding children to wash their hands often. Also, if
they are running a fever, please do keep them at home to minimize the spread
throughout the classrooms.
Please see our guidance & information on influenza here:
https://www.bst.ac.jp/uploaded/docs/BST-Health-and-Safety-Influenza.pdf
I wish you all a wonderful and healthy week ahead.
Kind regards,
Fiona Read – Head of Primary
https://twitter.com/BST_Primary

STUDENT COUNCIL KINDNESS
‘Be Kind in February’ initiative.
Student council sharing kindness by greeting us every morning...
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PRIMARY NEWSLETTERS

BST World Book Week is coming – WB 4th-8th March
Nursery Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/nursery-newsletter/
Reception Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/reception-newsletter/
Year 1 Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/year-1-newsletter/
Year 2 Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/year-2-newsletter/
Year 3 Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/year-3-newsletter/
Year 4 Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/year-4-newsletter/
Year 5 in Norikura
https://twitter.com/BST_Year5
Year 6 Newsletter
https://www.bst.ac.jp/our-community/latest-news/year-6-newsletter/
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PRIMARY MUSIC

Please save the date - Tuesday 26th February - 5.30pm - Green Hall, Showa Campus.
All parents & staff welcome.

SIGN2SING CHARITY EVENT

http://sign2sing.org.uk/
BST Primary School are taking part in a charity event called Sign2Sing after half term.
Children on both sites have been learning to Sign and Sing a song to support the charity.
We will hold two Sign2Sing days, February 26th at Showa and March 5th at Shibuya.
Children at both sites will sign and sing for charity and will make donations to support
the charity.
On the Showa site we are having a Big Sing event in the Green Hall with the Senior Jazz
Band and solo primary performers.
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PTA

The PTA now have a closed Facebook group, which you might find quite useful.
BST PTA Marketplace – for buying/selling/exchanging items within the BST Community.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/bstptamarketplace/

SPRING FAIR

Is anyone is heading back to the UK soon? Does anyone have a business trip coming up?
Please can you bring back some donations, larger quantities that we can reimburse?
It is so easy order online and have delivered to your UK office/hotel so that you don't
even have to go out to the shops or just pop into a local supermarket
PLEASE any contributions are very welcome as so far we have very little.
Thank you in advance from many, hopefully happy, Spring fair customers.
pta-springfair@bst.ac.jp
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PTA TOUR
Akasaka Palace PTA Tour today
pta-tours@bst.ac.jp
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COMMUNITY EVENTS

We have tickets available for sale in the Business Centre – email comms@bst.ac.jp
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WELSH SOCIETY

30TH BIRTHDAY GALA BALL ANNOUNCEMENT

Date for the diary!
Friday 22nd November 2019
BST’s 30th Birthday GALA Ball
At the Hotel Gajoen in Meguro
http://www.hotelgajoen-tokyo.com/en/
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